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ABSTRACT: Nitric acid (NA) has previously been shown to affect
atmospheric new particle formation; however, its role still remains
highly uncertain. Through the employment of state-of-the-art
quantum chemical methods, we study the (acid)1−2(base)1−2 and
(acid)3(base)2 clusters containing at least one nitric acid (NA) and
sulfuric acid (SA) or methanesulfonic acid (MSA) with bases
ammonia (A), methylamine (MA), dimethylamine (DMA),
trimethylamine (TMA), and ethylenediamine (EDA). The initial
cluster configurations are generated using the ABCluster program.
PM7 and ωB97X-D/6-31++G(d,p) calculations are used to reduce
the number of relevant configurations. The thermochemical
parameters are calculated at the ωB97X-D/6-31++G(d,p) level of
theory with the quasi-harmonic approximation, and the final single-
point energies are calculated with high-level DLPNO−CCSD(T0)/
aug-cc-pVTZ calculations. The enhancing effect from the presence of nitric acid on cluster formation is studied using the calculated
thermochemical data and cluster dynamics simulations. We find that when NA is in excess compared with the other acids, it has a
substantial enhancing effect on the cluster formation potential.

1. INTRODUCTION
Aerosols are nano- to microscale particles, which have
pronounced effects on our global climate. Aerosols affect the
global radiation balance by the scattering of sunlight1 and
aerosols have the potential to act as seeds for cloud droplet
formation.2 Atmospheric new particle formation (NPF) is
primarily driven by the clustering of atmospheric low volatile
acids with bases, and NPF has been shown to make up roughly
half of cloud condensation nuclei (CCN).3 However, the
largest uncertainty in global climate estimation is due to
uncertainties of the compounds involved in the formation and
growth of aerosols.4 It is known that sulfuric acid (SA, H2SO4)
plays a major role in NPF5−8 and that methanesulfonic acid
(MSA, CH3SO3H) is capable of enhancing the cluster
formation potential of SA-based clusters.9,10 Nitric acid (NA,
HNO3) is a potential precursor for aerosols and is formed as a
termination product of the NOx cycle of petrochemical smog
formation, as well as in fossil fuel combustion and other natural
and anthropogenic processes.11 NA can be highly abundant in
the gas phase and reach concentrations on the order of 1012
molecules cm−3 in the polluted troposphere.12 This is several
orders of magnitude higher than SA and MSA, which usually
are found in concentrations ranging from 105 to 107 molecules
cm−3.5,13−15

Wang et al.16 studied mixtures of NA and ammonia (A,
NH3) vapors under atmospheric conditions in the CLOUD
chamber at CERN. It was found that below temperatures of

278.5 K the vapors of NA and A condense onto freshly
nucleated particles and that for temperatures below 258.15 K
nucleation of NA and A vapors to ammonium nitrate particles
happen directly through an acid−base stabilization mechanism.
Wang et al. postulated that under most urban conditions SA
and an available base will cause the initial nucleation and early
growth up to the activation size, which forms a core for NA
and A vapors to condense onto. Very recently, Wang et al.17

further extended their study and showed at the CLOUD
chamber that NA, SA, and A could synergistically form
particles in the upper free troposphere (at T = 223 K and 25%
relative humidity). Despite its high abundance and potential as
a nucleation precursor, the exact role of NA in NPF is still
uncertain. This is because field measurements of NPF usually
use the nitrate ion (NO3

−) as the chemical ionization reagent,
which could mask the presence of NA in the cluster.18

Furthermore, measurment of the initial steps in cluster
formation using experimental setups with mass spectrometry
can be problematic because it is uncertain if the cluster
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measured is the one initially formed or a cluster formed by
fragmentation inside the instrument.19,20

Quantum chemical calculations can yield insight into cluster
formation, but studies involving NA remain scarce compared
with the extensively studied SA−base21−33 and MSA−
base34−45 cluster systems. One of the first quantum chemical
studies involving NA was performed by Nguyen et al.,46 who
studied the (NA)1(A)1 dimer cluster at the MP2/6-311+
+G(d,p) level of theory. It was found that the ion-pair
ammonium nitrate structure was stabilized when applying a
water polarizable continuum model (PCM), but the ion-pair
was highly unstable on the potential energy surface in the gas
phase. Tao47 extended the work by studying the role of explicit
water molecules (W, H2O) in the (NA)1(A)1(W)n clusters, for
n = 0−3 using MP2/6-311++G(d,p) for n = 0, 1 and MP2/6-
31+G(d) for n = 2, 3. Tao found that the clusters required at
least two water molecules to facilitate the proton transfer from
NA to A.
Ling et al.48 studied the (NA)m(A)n clusters at the B3LYP-

D3/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory for all combinations of
clusters satisfying m, n ≤ 4 or m = n for m, n = 5, ..., 8. They
found that proton transfer is generally preferred except for the
smallest clusters, and the clusters generally were stabilized by
the formation of hydrogen-bonded networks. The binding free
energies showed that it is the most thermodynamically
favorable to grow through the m = n structures via the
addition of an acid and then a base. A similar mechanism has
been shown for SA−base clusters.9,31,49 Evaporation rates were
calculated by considering the detailed balance for reactions
between molecules or molecular clusters. They found that the
m = n clusters are more stable than similar-sized clusters and
that the evaporation rate almost decreases monotonously when
going from the (NA)1(A)1 to the (NA)8(A)8 system.
More recent studies have also looked into the cluster

dynamics of clusters containing NA. Kumar et al.50 studied the
(NA)1−3(A)1−3(W)0−2 clusters at the M06-2X/aug-cc-pVTZ
level of theory. Using the Atmospheric Cluster Dynamic Code
(ACDC), they investigated particle formation from NA and A
under different relative humidity conditions (0−100%). It was
identified that the possible gas-phase clusters were (NA)3(A)2,
(NA)3(A)3, and (NA)4(A)3, which formed through different
growth mechanisms under different relative humidity con-
ditions.
Liu et al.51 extended the cluster systems to study mixed

(acid)m(A)n clusters for 0 ≤ n ≤ m ≤ 3, where the acids were
NA and SA at the M06-2X/6-311++G(3df,3pd) level of
theory. It was shown that NA forms clusters with SA and A
through hydrogen-bonded interactions and that, for most of
the clusters, proton transfer occurred. The cluster formation
potential and mechanism were calculated using ACDC at
extremely cold temperatures of 220 and 240 K. They found the
enhancement by NA for the cluster formation potential was
biggest for a high concentration of NA and A, a low
concentration of SA, and colder temperatures. For the most
favorable conditions, the addition of NA could enhance the
cluster formation potential up to 6 orders of magnitude. For
the mechanism, Liu et al.51 found that NA acted as a “bridge”
connecting smaller and larger clusters by adding to the smaller
clusters, letting the cluster grow and then NA would evaporate
at larger cluster sizes. A few years later Liu et al.18 extended
their work by studying the (SA)x(NA)y(DMA)z clusters for 0
≤ z ≤ (x + y) ≤ 3 at the RI-CC2/aug-cc-pV(T+d)Z//M06-
2X/6-311++G(3df,3pd) level of theory. They calculated the

cluster formation mechanism using ACDC at temperatures of
260 and 280 K. It was found that with concentrations of NA up
to 1011 molecules cm−3, NA could enhance the SA-DMA
cluster formation potential up to 80-fold for cold and polluted
areas and at 280 K NA contributed to 75% of the cluster
formation pathways.18

While NA-containing clusters have received increasing
attention in recent years, multicomponent clusters involving
a combination of both SA, MSA, and NA and different bases
have still not been studied to date. This work is the fourth
paper in the clusteromics series9,10,52 where the thermody-
namics and kinetics of the initial steps in cluster formation are
studied. Here, we report the thermodynamic and cluster
growth kinetics of (acid)1−2(base)1−2 and (acid)3(base)2
clusters containing at least one nitric acid (NA) and where
the other acids are sulfuric acid (SA) or methanesulfonic acid
(MSA) and the bases are ammonia (A), methylamine (MA),
dimethylamine (DMA), trimethylamine (TMA), and ethyl-
enediamine (EDA).

2. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
Gaussian 1653 was used for the semiempirical PM754 and
density functional theory (DFT) geometry optimization and
vibrational frequency calculations. The Gaussian 09 default
convergence criteria [corresponding to Integral = (FineGri-
d,Acc2E = 10)] were used to match the level of theory with the
current data in the Atmospheric Cluster Database (ACDB).55

ORCA 4.2.156,57 was used to calculate the single point energies
using the domain-based local pair natural orbital method
DLPNO−CCSD(T0)

58,59 with a TightSCF convergence
criterion60 and the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set. The ωB97X-D
functional61 and the 6-31++G(d,p) basis set62,63 was employed
at the DFT level on the basis of multiple benchmarks64−66 for
atmospheric relevant clusters. When calculating binding
energies, the presence of basis set superposition errors
(BSSE) can be of concern. We have previously shown for
atmospheric molecular clusters that when using medium-sized
basis sets, the uncorrected binding energies show better
agreement with the complete basis set limit compared with the
counterpoise-corrected binding energies.63,65 Hence, we do not
correct for BSSE in our binding energy calculations.
Grimme’s quasi-harmonic approximation67 was used to treat

vibrational frequencies below 100 cm−1 using the Goodvibes68

code. The cluster structures were sampled using a funneling
workflow69−71 in accordance with the previous clusteromics
papers.9,10,52 The workflow will briefly be outlined here, but for
a more in-depth outline, we refer to our recent review and
papers.9,10,52,72

ABCluster PM7 sort DFT restart sort
inspection DLPNO

The initial calculations with ABCluster73,74 used the
recommended settings by Kubecǩa et al.70 corresponding to
SN = 3000 as the population size, gmax = 200 as the maximum
amount of generations, and glimit = 4 as the number of scout
bees. Because the CHARMM force field is not capable of
simulating proton transfer reactions, 1000 local minima were
saved for each cluster protonation state by using neutral,
anionic, and cationic monomers. ArbAlign75 was used for the
sorting stage to remove identical cluster configurations on the
basis of root-mean-square deviations (RMSD) between atomic
positions. An RMSD cutoff of 0.38 Å was applied on the basis
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of previous studies76,77 of atmospherically relevant clusters.
The remaining structures were optimized at the DFT level,
restarted until convergence, and sorted using ArbAlign. The
five cluster structures with the lowest free energy at the DFT
level had their single point energies calculated at the DLPNO−
CCSD(T0)/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory.
2.1. ACDC. The Atmospheric Cluster Dynamics Code

(ACDC)78,79 was used to simulate the cluster formation
potential (Jpotential) using the calculated thermochemical
parameters ΔH and ΔS as inputs. ACDC simulates the cluster
steady-state concentrations (ci) using the following birth−
death equation:

c
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c c c c c
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Here, βi,j is the collision coefficient between the clusters i and j
and γi→j is the evaporation coefficient of cluster i into two
smaller fragments j and (i − j). Qi is an external concentration
source, and Si is the coagulation loss of clusters i. The cluster
formation (Jpotential) is the flux toward relevant larger clusters
for the given input system and it estimates the potential for
smaller clusters to grow into larger sizes. It is calculated as the
sum of clusters growing out of the system. Likewise, clusters
consisting of (acid)3(base)2−3 were allowed to leave the
simulation box. The (acid)2(base)3 clusters were disabled as
contributors to Jpotential because clusters with more bases than
acids usually are unstable in electrically neutral acid−base
cluster systems.31,79 The original ACDC code was downloaded
from the ACDC repository79−81 and modified. Default values
for size dependent coagulation loses were used (cs_exp = −1.6
and cs_ref = 1 × 10−3) to match typical values in the boundary
layer. The simulations were performed at 278.15 K in
accordance with our previous papers,9,10,52 which corresponds
to springtime in the boreal forest environment.

Figure 1. (a−j) Clusters with the lowest binding free energy at the DLPNO−CCSD(T0)/aug-cc-pVTZ//ωB97X-D/6-31++G(d,p) level of theory.
Calculated with the quasi-harmonic approximation at 298.15 K and 1 atm. Yellow = sulfur, blue = nitrogen, red = oxygen, brown = carbon, and
white = hydrogen.

Table 1. Calculated Binding Free Energies (kcal/mol) at the DLPNO−CCSD(T0)/aug-cc-pVTZ//ωB97X-D/6-31++G(d,p)
Level of Theory with the Quasi-Harmonic Approximation at 298.15 K and 1 atm

classification (SA)1(NA)1 (MSA)1(NA)1 (NA)1 (NA)2
(A)1 w −5.4 −6.0 −3.0 1.4
(MA)1 m −13.7 −11.3 −3.6 −3.7
(DMA)1 s −17.3 −15.2 −4.7 −7.7
(TMA)1 s −18.8 −15.7 −4.9 −8.6
(EDA)1 s −17.1 −14.5 −4.0 −7.4
(A)2 w, w −14.3 −13.3 2.8 −5.4
(MA)2 m, m −23.7 −23.3 −0.8 −15.6
(DMA)2 s, s −32.7 −30.9 −5.3 −24.5
(TMA)2 s, s −26.9 −19.8 −1.8 −15.3
(EDA)2 s, s −29.1 −27.3 −4.5 −20.0
(A)1(MA)1 w, m −20.3 −18.5 −0.9 −11.0
(A)1(DMA)1 w, s −23.7 −22.0 −4.2 −15.3
(A)1(TMA)1 w, s −22.9 −17.2 −1.9 −11.3
(A)1(EDA)1 w, s −22.4 −20.3 −2.8 −13.1
(MA)1(DMA)1 m, s −29.1 −26.9 −4.5 −20.7
(MA)1(TMA)1 m, s −27.6 −22.9 −1.1 −15.8
(MA)1(EDA)1 m, s −27.4 −25.1 −3.0 −18.3
(DMA)1(TMA)1 s, s −32.9 −25.7 −4.7 −20.0
(DMA)1(EDA)1 s, s −32.4 −29.3 −6.4 −22.0
(TMA)1(EDA)1 s, s −29.9 −24.1 −3.2 −19.2
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Cluster Structures. Using the workflow described

above we identified a total of 21 379 unique (acid)1−2(base)1−2
and (acid)3(base)2 cluster structures at the ωB97X-D/6-31+
+G(d,p) level of theory containing at least one NA. All the
cluster structures and thermochemistry have been added to the
Atmospheric Cluster Database (ACDB).55 The 10
(acid)1−2(base)1−2 cluster systems with the lowest binding
free energy at the DLPNO−CCSD(T0)/aug-cc-pVTZ//
ωB97X-D/6-31++G(d,p) level of theory are shown in Figure
1. The structures of the 10 (acid)3(base)2 cluster systems
lowest in free energy are shown in the Supporting Information.
The identified clusters show that the most stable clusters

contain several hydrogen-bonded interactions and have
undergone an acid−base reaction between all acids and bases
i n t h e s y s t e m . A s c a n b e s e e n i n t h e
(SA)1(NA)1(DMA)1(TMA)1 cluster (Figure 1a), the proton
transfer is between the acid−base pair of the same strength.
The acid−base pair trend is consistent within the remaining
clusters not depicted here. In our previous studies,9,10 we
found that the SA-based clusters primarily were held together
via direct bisulfate−bisulfate interactions, in contrast to the
MSA-based clusters where MSA’s methyl group and the proton
transfers from the MSA molecules to the bases make the
clusters unable to exhibit direct acid−acid interactions. This
forces the MSA-based clusters to be held together by linking
the acids via the bases. When exchanging one of the acids with
NA, the interaction patterns follow the same trend as the pure
acid clusters, because a direct bisulfate−nitrate interaction can
be seen in the SA−NA−base clusters, but not in the
MSA−NA−base clusters. In general, the SA-containing
clusters are often more stable than the systems with only
MSA or only NA. This is clear because the former two systems
only make up 2 and 0 of the 10 most stable (acid)1−2 (base)1−2
clusters depicted in Figure 1, respectively. Clustering with the
stronger bases yields the most stable structures. This can be
seen by MA first showing up once most of the combinations of
EDA, DMA, and TMA have been used. Like the previously
studied mixed SA−MSA−base clusters,52 the most stable
clusters are generally not symmetrical. However, the previously
identified SA−base clusters9 generally adopted an unsym-
metrical shape, and the MSA−base clusters10 adopted a
symmetrical shape. The addition of NA does not seem to
change this trend as the two symmetrical clusters in Figure 1
are the clusters with MSA, and the remaining unsymmetrical
clusters are the clusters containing SA.
3.2. Thermochemistry. Table 1 presents the calculated

binding free energies for the (acid)1−2 (base)1−2 clusters at the
DLPNO−CCSD(T0)/aug-cc-pVTZ//ωB97X-D/6-31++G-
(d,p) level of theory, with the quasi-harmonic approximation at
298.15 K and 1 atm.
On the basis of the gas phase basicity,82 the bases are divided

into three classifications: weak (A), medium (MA), and strong
(DMA, TMA, and EDA). The (acid)1−2(base)1 clusters all
show the same trend for the most negative binding free
energies: (A)1 < (MA)1 < (EDA)1 < (DMA)1 < (TMA)1.
There is a clear trend between basicity and large negative
binding free energy. However, the trend is not directly
proportional since EDA and DMA are flipped between the
trend and the basicity ranking. This is likely because DMA
contains secondary amino groups, while EDA contains two
primary amino groups, which require a larger cluster to obtain

its full potential. The (acid)1−2(base)2 clusters with the same
two bases present two trends: the (SA)1(NA)1(base)2 and
(NA)1(base)2 clusters follow (A)2 < (MA)2 < (TMA)2 <
(EDA)2 < (DMA)2, while the (MSA)1(NA)1(base)2 and
(NA)2(base)2 clusters follow (A)2 < (TMA)2 < (MA)2 <
(EDA)2 < (DMA)2. The clusters roughly follow the previous
trend, but TMA has become more unfavorable because its
three methyl groups are quite bulky, and sterical hindrance is
preventing the cluster from obtaining a more favorable
structure. TMA also has the disadvantage of lower hydrogen
bond capacity, as it only has the ability to accept a single
proton and, therefore, it can only act as a single hydrogen-bond
donor. The (acid)(A)1(base)1 clusters follow (MA)1 < (EDA)1
< (TMA)1 < (DMA)1 for (SA)(NA), (TMA)1 < (MA)1 <
(EDA)1 < (DMA)1 for (MSA)1(NA)1, and (MA)1 < (TMA)1
< (EDA)1 < (DMA)1 for (NA)1−2. Sterical hindrance and
hydrogen-bond capacity of the bases are now the defining
factors for the trends. These defining factors still hold for larger
clusters where there is a general affinity for DMA and EDA and
an aversion for TMA, as can be seen in the (acid)-
(MA)1(base)1 clusters which follow (EDA) < (TMA) <
(DMA) for (SA)1(NA)1 and (TMA) < (EDA) < (DMA) for
the rest. The trend can also be seen in the clusters consisting of
strong base combinations, which follow (TMA)1(EDA)1 <
(DMA)1(EDA)1 < (DMA)1(TMA)1 for (SA)(NA) and
(TMA)1(EDA)1 < (DMA)1(TMA)1 < (DMA)1(EDA)1 for
the rest. Overall, except for the (SA)1(NA)1(A)1 cluster, the
SA-containing clusters always have a more negative binding
free energy compared with their MSA counterparts. Both are
much more negative compared with the clusters that only
contain NA as the acid. The overall trend is that stronger bases
result in a more negative binding free energy, but this is not
true within the different subsystems, as shown before. Here,
the acid−base interactions seem to dominate for the smaller
clusters system, but as soon as sterical hindrance and lack of
hydrogen-bond capacity become a dominating factor, a
preference for DMA and EDA and an aversion for TMA,
which suffers from both problems, shows in all the systems.
The strongest bonded clusters are thus those containing DMA
and/or EDA, which is consistent with previous studies.9,10,52 It
should be noted that mixed base clusters will most likely be
more important than the clusters with only one type of base,
due to the increased available vapor concentration, under the
premise that their thermochemistry is similar. Hence, clusters
that consist of both DMA and EDA will most likely be more
favorable than the clusters that contain only DMA or
EDA.9,10,83

The gain in free energy when adding another molecule to
the clusters was studied by calculating the addition free
energies of NA/SA to the (SA)(base)1−2 clusters, NA/MSA to
(MSA)(base)1−2 clusters, and NA to the (NA)2(base)1−2
clusters. The results are presented in Table 2. The calculations
are performed at the DLPNO−CCSD(T0)/aug-cc-pVTZ//
ωB97X-D/6-31++G(d,p) level of theory with the quasi-
harmonic approximation (298.15 K, 1 atm).
The results show that there is a preference for adding the

same acid to a given cluster compared with adding NA and
that it is always favorable to add another acid, with the
exception of adding NA to the (SA)1(A)1 or (NA)1(A)1
clusters. The addition free energy of adding NA to MSA-
based clusters is always more favorable than adding NA to SA-
based clusters. The studied systems were expanded to include
(acid)3(base)2 cluster structures containing at least one NA to
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investigate if this trend is valid for larger systems. The
calculated binding free energies for these systems can be seen
in Table 3.
All the clusters have highly negative binding free energies.

The (SA)2(NA)1-based clusters are the most favorable,
followed by (SA)1(MSA)1(NA)1 and then (MSA)2(NA)1. In
terms of trends, clustering with a stronger base (based on the
classifications s, m, and w) yields a lower binding free energy.
The clusters are already at a size where the sterical hindrance
and hydrogen bond capacity are the dominating factors and

the preference for DMA and EDA and aversion for TMA can
be seen again, especially for the clusters containing MSA.
The addition free energy for the larger systems is shown in

Table 4. Compared with the smaller clusters, the addition of an

acid is still favorable, but the gain in free energy is lower and
more evenly distributed among the possible acid additions.
The preference for adding NA to the MSA clusters is no longer
present, except for the (base)2 clusters where the addition of
NA to (SA)1(MSA)1 gives the highest gain, while for the
(A)1(base)1 cluster the addition of NA to the (MSA)2 results
in the highest gain. The exception is (A)1(DMA)1, where the
addition of (NA) to (SA)2 is preferred. For the larger systems,
there is no clear trend. However, NA addition free energy is, in
general, seen to be in the range from −2.6 to −11.9 kcal/mol,
with an average value of −6.08 kcal/mol.
3.3. Cluster Formation Potential. Because NA can be

found in high concentrations, its abundance might drive the
formation potential of the clusters. We have used ACDC to

Table 2. Addition Free Energies (kcal/mol) at the
DLPNO−CCSD(T0)/aug-cc-pVTZ//ωB97X-D/6-31+
+G(d,p) Level of Theory with the Quasi-Harmonic
Approximation at 298.15 K and 1 atma

initial cluster (SA) (MSA) (NA)

added acid (SA)9 (NA) (MSA)10 (NA) (NA)

(A)1 −13.8 0.2 −9.0 −2.6 4.4
(MA)1 −17.2 −6.5 −13.9 −7.4 −0.1
(DMA)1 −17.9 −5.8 −14.5 −8.1 −3.0
(TMA)1 −15.3 −6.2 −10.4 −7.0 −3.7
(EDA)1 −17.7 −6.7 −15.7 −7.4 −3.4
(A)2 −17.3 −4.6 −17.9 −10.7 −8.2
(MA)2 −25.9 −13.0 −24.1 −15.9 −14.8
(DMA)2 −29.1 −17.8 −24.6 −18.9 −19.2
(TMA)2 −26.2 −11.6 −19.6 −13.8 −13.5
(EDA)2 −25.5 −12.8 −21.5 −14.4 −15.5
(A)1(MA)1 −22.4 −10.3 −19.4 −11.8 −10.1
(A)1(DMA)1 −21.3 −10.3 −23.6 −16.7 −11.1
(A)1(TMA)1 −18.7 −9.3 −15.5 −9.6 −9.4
(A)1(EDA)1 −20.9 −9.6 −18.2 −11.2 −10.3
(MA)1(DMA)1 −26.4 −14.9 −23.1 −16.2 −16.2
(MA)1(TMA)1 −24.7 −14.2 −20.7 −15.5 −14.7
(MA)1(EDA)1 −25.7 −14.0 −22.5 −15.4 −15.3
(DMA)1(TMA)1 −27.5 −18.1 −20.7 −15.7 −15.3
(DMA)1(EDA)1 −26.0 −15.0 −24.7 −18.6 −15.6
(TMA)1(EDA)1 −27.6 −14.8 −21.3 −15.8 −16.0

aCalculated as the initial cluster binding free energy subtracted from
the binding free energy of the cluster with the added acid. The non-
NA cluster data is from our previous studies.9,10

Table 3. Calculated Binding Free Energies (kcal/mol) at the DLPNO−CCSD(T0)/aug-cc-pVTZ//ωB97X-D/6-31++G(d,p)
Level of Theory with the Quasi-Harmonic Approximation at 298.15 K and 1 atm

classification (SA)2(NA)1 (MSA)2(NA)1 (SA)1(MSA)1(NA)1
(A)2 w, w −31.3 −26.4 −29.8
(MA)2 m, m −41.7 −36.2 −39.9
(DMA)2 s, s −50.0 −41.3 −47.8
(TMA)2 s, s −44.1 −31.8 −39.4
(EDA)2 s, s −46.3 −41.0 −47.2
(A)1(MA)1 w, m −36.2 −31.2 −35.0
(A)1(DMA)1 w, s −41.9 −34.4 −39.7
(A)1(TMA)1 w, s −39.6 −31.4 −34.5
(A)1(EDA)1 w, s −39.7 −34.6 −36.7
(MA)1(DMA)1 m, s −46.7 −39.4 −44.5
(MA)1(TMA)1 m, s −45.1 −33.9 −41.3
(MA)1(EDA)1 m, s −44.8 −38.3 −42.1
(DMA)1(TMA)1 s, s −46.1 −39.0 −44.6
(DMA)1(EDA)1 s, s −48.5 −41.7 −46.0
(TMA)1(EDA)1 s, s −48.6 −40.0 −47.5

Table 4. Addition Free Energies (kcal/mol) at the
DLPNO−CCSD(T0)/aug-cc-pVTZ//ωB97X-D/6-31+
+G(d,p) Level of Theory with the Quasi-Harmonic
Approximation at 298.15 K and 1 atm

initial cluster: (SA)2
9 (MSA)2

10 (SA)1(MSA)1
52

added acid: (NA) (NA) (NA)

(A)2 −4.3 −5.9 −6.2
(MA)2 −5.1 −4.7 −6.1
(DMA)2 −6.0 −4.7 −6.0
(TMA)2 −2.6 −6.2 −7.5
(EDA)2 −4.5 −6.6 −8.1
(A)1(MA)1 −3.8 −5.1 −5.9
(A)1(DMA)1 −7.2 −5.5 −6.7
(A)1(TMA)1 −7.3 −8.3 −4.9
(A)1(EDA)1 −6.0 −7.3 −4.5
(MA)1(DMA)1 −6.1 −5.6 −6.1
(MA)1(TMA)1 −7.0 −5.8 −5.7
(MA)1(EDA)1 −5.7 −6.1 −5.4
(DMA)1(TMA)1 −3.8 −8.3 −6.1
(DMA)1(EDA)1 −5.1 −6.3 −5.3
(TMA)1(EDA)1 −5.9 −10.4 −11.9
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simulate the cluster formation potential (Jpotential) for the NA−
SA−base and NA−MSA−base systems. The concentration of
SA and MSA was set to 1 × 106 molecules cm−3 and NA was
set to 2.46 × 1011 molecules cm−3. The bases were set to the
following atmospherically relevant ranges of mixing ratios: A
(10 ppt−10 ppb), MA (1−100 ppt), DMA (1−10 ppt), TMA
(1−10 ppt), and EDA (1−10 ppt). The simulated system can
be seen as an m × n box, where m is the number of acids and n
is the number of bases. The sum of fluxes out of this box can
be seen as the potential for the cluster to grow into a larger size
and contribute to new particle formation. It has been
shown31,79 that acid−base clusters are most stable along the
diagonal on the acid−base cluster grid and that the
(acid)1−2(base)1−2 clusters are the limiting steps for new
particle formation. Thus, our simulation is limited to a box size
of 2 × 2, where the (acid)3(base)2 and (acid)3(base)3 clusters
are the only ones allowed to leave the box and contribute to
Jpotential. Table 5 lists the simulated cluster formation potentials.
The simulations were performed using the calculated
thermochemistry at 278.15 K.

The potentials for the NA−MSA clusters are essentially zero
or very low in the lower concentration limit regime and is
therefore not expected to drive cluster formation. In the upper
concentration limit regime, the cluster formation potential for
these systems increases at least 4 orders of magnitude to more
influential values, albeit they are still quite low. This is likely
due to MSA-based clusters not being able to bond as strongly
as SA because of the lack of bisulfate−nitrate interactions.
Similarly, the potentials for NA−SA−A, NA−SA−MA and
NA−SA−EDA are quite low in the lower concentration limit
regime, but unlike the MSA clusters, they are more substantial
in the upper concentration limit regime. For instance, for the
NA−SA−EDA cluster system, the cluster formation potential
increases to 10.7 cm−3s−1 in the high concentration limit. This
could indicate that NA−SA−EDA clusters could potentially be
formed and grow under the given atmospheric conditions. The
major contributors to the potentials for both regimes are the
NA−SA−DMA and NA−SA−TMA clusters and they will,
therefore, be the main clusters that will be formed and grow
under relevant atmospheric conditions. The trend for a larger

Jpotential (A) is: < (MA) < (EDA) < (DMA) < (TMA), which is
the same trend as the most negative binding free energy for the
(acid)1−2(base)1 clusters, which hints at the fact that the small
clusters, and by extension the basicity of the base, are the
determining factor for the cluster formation potential.
Nearly all the clusters leave the simulation box via cluster−

NA monomer collisions (see Supporting Information, Table
S1). This is because the concentration of NA is a lot higher
than the other acids, which makes it the most likely acid
monomer to collide with. The exceptions are the NA−MSA−A
and NA−MSA−TMA clusters, which leave the box via
cluster−cluster collisions; however, these were the systems
with low Jpotential and are, therefore, not an important
mechanism. The clusters with substantial Jpotential, NA−SA−
MA and NA−SA−EDA in the upper concentration limit
regime and NA−SA−DMA and NA−SA−TMA in both
regimes, contain NA in the collision clusters as one of the
main fluxes, which shows that NA also has an enhancing effect
during the initial cluster growth and not only as the collision
partner. Collision clusters containing NA are actually the main
contributor to the flux in the NA−SA−DMA and NA−SA−
MA systems; however, the systems with the highest Jpotential
have the (SA)2(base)2 collision cluster as the main contributor
to the flux.
3.4. Enhancement in Jpotential. The simulated cluster

formation potentials of the NA−SA/MSA−base clusters can
be compared with the equivalent SA/MSA-base cluster
calculated in Clusteromics III to quantify the enhancing effect
when including NA.52 The enhancement factor is calculated
for both the upper and lower concentration limit regime as

R
J

J

(NA SA/MSA base)

(SA/MSA base)NA
potential

potential

=
(2)

The results are presented in Table 6.
In general, the addition of NA always has an enhancing

effect on the cluster formation potential. The first thing one
notices is the extreme enhancement for most of the systems.
This effect, however, is an artifact of dividing two cluster
formation potentials that essentially are zero with each other.

Table 5. Simulated Cluster Formation Potential (Jpotential,
cm−3 s−1) for the Nitric-Acid-Based Clusters Containing a
Single Type of Base, with Simulations Performed at 278.15
K

cluster system lower limit upper limit

ammonia (A) 10 ppt 10 ppb
NA−SA−A 3.35 × 10−5 8.15 × 10−1

NA−MSA−A 1.26 × 10−7 1.25 × 10−1

methylamine (MA) 1 ppt 100 ppt
NA−SA−MA 8.69 × 10−4 1.87
NA−MSA−MA 5.35 × 10−5 5.27 × 10−1

dimethylamine (DMA) 1 ppt 10 ppt
NA−SA−DMA 1.48 25.0
NA−MSA−DMA 1.04 × 10−2 9.93 × 10−1

trimethylamine (TMA) 1 ppt 10 ppt
NA−SA−TMA 9.83 92.5
NA−MSA−TMA 2.91 × 10−5 2.91 × 10−3

ethylenediamine (EDA) 1 ppt 10 ppt
NA−SA−EDA 3.27 × 10−1 10.7
NA−MSA−EDA 2.88 × 10−3 2.16 × 10−1

Table 6. Enhancement (RNA) in the Simulated Cluster
Formation Potential by Having NA Presenta

cluster system lower limit upper limit

ammonia (A) 10 ppt 10 ppb
NA−SA−A 2.66 × 105 6.47 × 103

NA−MSA−A 7.46 × 107 7.40 × 107

methylamine (MA) 1 ppt 100 ppt
NA−SA−MA 1.58 × 102 88.6
NA−MSA−MA 6.16 × 103 6.24 × 103

dimethylamine (DMA) 1 ppt 10 ppt
NA−SA−DMA 2.94 3.74
NA−MSA−DMA 1.54 × 102 3.53 × 102

trimethylamine (TMA) 1 ppt 10 ppt
NA−SA−TMA 18.2 4.22
NA−MSA−TMA 2.06 × 104 2.08 × 106

ethylenediamine (EDA) 1 ppt 10 ppt
NA−SA−EDA 7.64 10
NA−MSA−EDA 1.45 × 103 1.14 × 103

aNon-NA data was taken from Clusteromic III.52 The simulations are
performed at 278.15 K
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For example, even though there is an enhancement for NA−
MSA−A on the order of 107 in the lower concentration limit
regime, the absolute value of Jpotential is still on the order of 10−7

cm−3 s−1. The enhancement for the systems with substantial
Jpotential is in the range of ∼3 for the NA−SA−DMA system up
to ∼89 for the NA−SA−MA system. However, this large
enhancement is predominantly due to the relatively low cluster
formation potential of the SA−MA system. It should be noted
that the increase in cluster formation potential is also an effect
of increasing the available concentration of acid vapor. The NA
concentration of 2.46 × 1011 molecules cm−3 (10 ppb)
corresponds to extremely polluted areas. The influence of
lower concentrations in less polluted areas was studied by
running the NA−SA−TMA and NA−SA−DMA systems at
NA concentrations of 2.46 × 108 molecules cm−3 (10 ppt). For
the NA−SA−TMA system, the cluster formation potential
reduced to 9.09 cm−3 s−1 in the lower concentration limit
regime and 82 cm−3 s−1 in the upper concentration limit
regime. The lower concentration limit distribution of outgoing
clusters stayed the same, but in the upper concentration limit
regime, all the outbound clusters changed to the
(SA)2(base)2+(NA)1 system. For the NA−SA−DMA system,
the cluster formation potential reduced to 1.36 and 13.4 cm−3

s−1 in the lower and upper concentration limit regimes,
respectively. The lower and upper concentration limit
distributions of outgoing clusters both changed to 99%
(SA)2(base)2+(NA)1. As can be seen from these results, even
lower concentrations of NA still greatly enhance the cluster
formation potential when NA is in excess compared with the
other acids. Furthermore, as most clusters leave the simulation
box by collision with NA, this effect is the main factor for the
large cluster formation potential. The main NA collisions
p a t h w a y s ( S A ) 2 ( b a s e ) 2 + ( N A ) 1 a n d
(SA)1(NA)1(base)2+(NA)1 were disabled as allowed outgoing
clusters for the NA−SA−TMA and NA−SA−DMA systems to
probe the effect of this collision. For the NA−SA−TMA
system, the cluster formation potential was reduced to 0.545
and 23.1 cm−3 s−1 in the lower and upper concentration limit
regimes, respectively, which corresponds to an enhancement
rate of 1.01 and 1.05. The lower concentration limit system no
longer contains outgoing clusters with NA, and for the upper
concentration limit, only 7% contain NA via the
(SA)2(base)2+(NA)1(base)1 pathway. For the NA−SA−
DMA system, the cluster formation potential reduced to
0.518 and 8.47 cm−3 s−1 in the lower and upper concentration
limit regimes, respectively, which corresponds to an enhance-
ment rate of 1.03 and 1.27. The lower limit system no longer
contains outgoing clusters with NA, and for the upper
concentration limit distribution, only 9% of the flux contains
NA via the (NA)2(base)2+(NA)1 pathway. Furthermore, these
small enhancements are only present for concentrations of NA
between 2.46 × 1010 − 2.46 × 1011 molecules cm−3. NA is,
therefore, still able to enhance the cluster formation potential,
albeit at a much lower efficiency, and the effect quickly drops
off when lowering the concentration of NA. However, when
NA is present in high concentrations together with SA or MSA,
such as in polluted Chinese megacities at coastal regions, NA
will likely contribute to new particle formation.

4. CONCLUSIONS
The thermodynamics and cluster formation potentials were
calculated for (acid)1−2 (base)1−2 and (acid)3(base)2 clusters
containing at least one nitric acid (NA) with either sulfuric

acid (SA) or methanesulfonic acid (MSA) and bases. The
bases studied were ammonia (A), methylamine (MA),
dimethylamine (DMA), trimethylamine (TMA), and ethyl-
enediamine (EDA). The calculations were done at the
DLPNO−CCSD(T0)/aug-cc-pVTZ//ωB97X-D/6-31++G-
(d,p) level of theory with the quasi-harmonic approximation at
298.15 K, 1 atm, and a cutoff of 100 cm−1. We find that the
cluster structures resemble their non-NA-containing counter-
parts and that the clusters lowest in binding free energy contain
SA and combinations of strong bases. At smaller cluster sizes,
the lowest binding free energy roughly scales with basicity, but
at larger sizes, an affinity for DMA/EDA is found, and a
disfavor for TMA appears because of sterical hindrance and
hydrogen-bond capacity becoming a dominating factor. At the
(acid)1(base)2 cluster size there is a preference, in terms of
addition free energy, for adding NA to MSA clusters compared
with adding NA to SA clusters, but this effect dissipates at
larger sizes. Cluster dynamics simulations show that the cluster
formation potential of SA−base and MSA−base clusters are
enhanced up to a factor of 88 compared with their non-NA
counterparts for relevant grow paths. We find that the NA−
SA−DMA, NA−SA−TMA and NA−SA−EDA clusters show
the highest cluster formation potential. Hence, these clusters
are potential candidates to be extended to larger sizes in future
work.
As NA has been shown to greatly enhance the cluster

formation potential, we will in the following manuscript in the
series study other abundant acid molecules that could stabilize
the initial cluster formation. For example, formic acid is
another acid found in high concentrations that has been shown
to be the most efficient organic acid in enhancing MSA−MA
cluster formation.84 Formic acid has furthermore been shown
to be just as effective as ammonia in stabilizing small clusters
containing sulfuric acid, formic acid, ammonia, and water.85

Hence, further studies on the role of formic acid in cluster
formation are warranted.
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